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ABSTRACT: Herbal drugs are defined as any form of a plant or plant product that contains a single herb or combinations of herbs that are believed to have complementary effects. Although they are considered to be safe, because they are natural, they may have various adverse effects, and may interact with other herbal products or conventional drugs. These interactions are especially important for drugs with narrow therapeutic indices.

In the present study, pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic interactions of some most commonly used herbals (St John’s wort, ginkgo biloba, ginseng, ginger, garlic, echinacea, ephedra and valerian) with the conventional drugs were reviewed. Pharmacokinetic interactions involve mainly induction or inhibition of the cytochrome P450 isozymes and p-glycoproteins by the herbal medicine, thus changing the absorption and/or elimination rate and consequently the efficacy of the concomitantly used drugs. St John’s wort, a well known enzyme inducer, decreases the efficacy of most of the other drugs that are known to be the substrates of these enzymes.

Pharmacodynamic interactions may be due to additive or synergistic effects which results in enhanced effect or toxicity, or herbal medicines with antagonistic properties reduce drug efficacy and result in therapeutic failure. For example, St John’s wort may have synergistic effects with other antidepressant drugs used by the patient, resulting in increased CNS effects.

Herbals like ginseng, ginkgo, garlic, ginger were reported to increase bleeding time, thus potentiating the effect of anticoagulant and antithrombotic agents. In conclusion, patients should be warned against the interaction between the herbal products and conventional medicines.
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INTRODUCTION

Herbs (herbal drugs) are generally defined as any form of a plant or plant product, including leaves, flowers, stems, roots and seeds, and they may contain a single herb or combinations of several different herbs that are believed to have complementary effects (1). They are among the natural products which are also classified as dietary supplements, nutraceuticals or complementary and alternative medicines (CAM), and may also include minerals and animal products such as enzymes. According to a report published in the Journal of American Dietetic Association in 2000 (2), there are over 29,000 different dietary supplements available in the USA and an average of 1000 new products are added yearly. Sales of herbal products in Europe and USA combined, is reported to exceed $30 billion (or higher according to different sources) annually (3-4). It is also stated that the wide spread promotion of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) products in the popular media and the unsubstantiated health care claims seem to increase their demand, although there are no sufficient scientific evidence for their safety and efficacy (1,3). This is also true for Turkey.

Herbs or herbal products have been used since the dawn of the humanity to treat illness and improve health, and according to The World Health Organization (WHO) an estimated 80 percent of the world’s population presently uses herbal medicines for some aspect of primary health care. They are also commonly used by patients with certain chronic medical conditions including breast cancer, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), asthma and rheumatological disorders (5-7). Main reason for their preference over the
pharmaceutical drugs is that they are available without prescription and are commonly assumed to be safe. Comparison of a National Health Survey made in 2002 in the United States with that made in 1997 revealed that there was a 50% increase in the use of herbal supplements, which meant that in the United States 38 million adults (20% of the population) were using these products and also that the use of herbal supplements in the USA is growing steadily by approximately 20% per year (5, 6, 8-10). Other surveys reported even higher estimates of use, reaching 61 to 71% (1,11). We could not find a similar survey made in Turkey. Besides, in Turkey and in many other countries (especially in developing countries), it is common practice to use folk medicines or products prepared unofficially by people specialized in the field (called “aktar”; ie “herb and spice seller” in Turkey); some people even prepare their own remedies from raw material they buy from the market. Since they do not consider these products as drugs, they do not even mention using them, and it would be impossible to track down all of these uses. Unfortunately, in spite of this widespread use of herbal medicines, it is reported that relatively few physicians inquire about their use, and up to 70% of patients do not reveal their use of herbal medicines to their physicians and pharmacists (3,7, 9-12).

According to a study that was carried out in the USA, a total of 101 of 657 patients (15.4%) reported using herb-dietary supplements (HDS), including echinacea (21.8%), ginkgo biloba (13.9%), garlic (7.9%), St. John’s wort (SJW, 6.9%), ginseng (6.9%), evening primrose oil (5%), saw palmetto (4%) and also some nonherbal dietary supplements including glucosamine (13.9%), omega-3 fatty acids (13%), cranberry (4%), chondroitin (5%), and coenzyme Q10 (5%). Although they found no increased rate of adverse drug events (ADEs) among HDS users compared to nonusers, 14 percent of users had potentially dangerous interactions with their prescription drugs (5).

Many of the herbal products or supplements are unlicensed and manufacturers are not required to demonstrate efficacy, safety or quality (3,5,10,12,13). Thus, although they are used widely, there is still little evidence to support the efficacy of the majority of these products (1). Besides, lack of regulations of quality control and product standardization makes it difficult to establish safe doses of herbal products; active components may vary 200-fold between manufacturer and batches (12,13). According to the literature, significant evidence for efficacy was found only for garlic, ginger, ginkgo biloba, saw palmetto, SJW, echinacea, ephedra and valerian, and in the present review we will mainly concentrate on the interactions with these herbal products.

Although the herbal products are often promoted as safe, because they are natural, they are not free of adverse effects. Many of them have serious side effects and these may be due to the direct toxic effects of the herb, allergic reactions, effect of contaminants as well as interactions with other herbal products or conventional drugs (12-16). Side effects may also be due to the contaminants in these products; high levels of heavy metals including mercury, lead and arsenic or undeclared pharmaceuticals, purposefully and illegally added to the herb to produce a desired effect, can be cited.

The global increase in the popularity of alternative medicines has raised renewed concerns regarding the increase in herbal drug adverse effects as well as the herb-drug interactions. The interaction between drugs and herbal medicines is a safety concern and these interactions are especially important for drugs with narrow therapeutic indices (3,5,11-14,17-23).

A survey made in 2007 demonstrated that 15% of the patients receiving conventional pharmacotherapy also take herbal products. Among these, potential herb-drug interactions were observed in 40% of the patients, but it is often difficult to establish the causative agent of a herb-drug interaction, especially if it occurs in patients receiving multiple drug therapies. This is a substantial public health problem since many patients who are known to be using one or more prescription drugs are also taking supplement preparations, and unfortunately only about one third of these patients were reported to tell their physician about their use of these products (1,3,5,7,9,17).

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Pubmed International was searched for articles published about herbal drug interactions between the years 1997-2011. The search terms were herbal drug interactions, alternative medicine, nutriceuticals and names of the selected medicinal plants. Recent reviews dealing with herb-drug interactions were also searched for relevant information. Additional publications were identified by checking all reference lists. Since it would have been impossible to include all herbal drug interactions, only some most commonly used herbal medication were chosen and Chinese herbal medicines were omitted altogether. Some interesting case reports about interactions of individual products were also included.

RESULTS
Interaction of herbal products with other drugs will be the main topic of this review paper. Majority of suspected herb-drug interactions are identified through case reporting. All of the interactions with herbal products and conventional drugs are not known and even if it were, it would not have been possible to give them all in the context of a review paper. Thus, in the present review, only interactions between some commonly used herbal products and conventional drugs will be considered.

There can be pharmacokinetic or pharmacodynamic interactions between herbal medicines and conventional drugs, and if the pharmacokinetics and/or the pharmacodynamics of the drug is altered due to this interaction, potentially severe and may be life-threatening adverse reactions may occur (1,4,5,12,18,21-25). Pharmacokinetic interactions involve mainly induction or inhibition of the cytochrome P450 isozymes and p-glycoproteins, resulting in alterations in the absorption, distribution, metabolism or excretion of drugs (4,14,18-21,24,25). Pharmacokinetic interactions generally result in a change in plasma drug levels of the prescription drug.

Pharmacodynamic interactions between drugs and herbal medicines may be due to an additive or synergistic effect which will result in enhanced effect or toxicity, or herbal medicines may have antagonistic properties which are likely to reduce drug efficacy and result in therapeutic failure. The synergistic or antagonistic interaction between herbals and drugs often result from the competitive or complementary effect of the drug and the co-administered herbal constituent at the same drug target. These interactions may result in increased risks of...
central nervous system-related effects, hepatotoxicity or bleeding, among others (11,14-17,21,24,25).

Many of the drugs that were reported to interact with herbs are substrates of cytochrome (CYP) P450 enzymes, in particular CYP3A4 and CYP2C9, and these enzymes are subject to induction or inhibition by some of the regularly used herbal medicines. Accordingly, some of the herbal-drug interactions have been demonstrated to be mediated by CYP modulation, resulting in altered drug clearence and effect. On the other hand, expression of some of the CYP enzymes, including CYP3A4 is closely regulated by the nuclear factor pregnane X receptor (PXR), a nuclear receptor protein that plays a critical role in the regulation of human cytochrome P450 3A4 (CYP3A4) and transport protein genes (4,18,19,22,24,26,27). Some of the drugs including cyclosporine, digoxine, simvastatin, imatinip, indinavir, saquinavir, among others, that interact with herbs are substrates for P-glycoprotein, and most of them are also substrates for CYP3A4, that is, they are also substrates for both CYP3A4 and P-glycoprotein (P-gp). Like CYP3A4, P-gp can be induced or inhibited by drugs or herbs, and is also regulated by PXR. Thus, if a drug is a substrate for both CYPs and P-gp, there is a higher probability that it will interact with herbal products (18-20,22-24). In fact, since herbal medicines are usually administered orally and may attain high concentrations in the gut lumen and the liver, they may significantly modulate the bioavailability of some orally administered drugs. There are many factors related to the patient, herb and the co-administered drug that may influence the clinical importance of drug interactions with herbs. For example, pharmacokinetic drug-herb interactions have more serious results with drugs with a narrow therapeutic range, such as warfarine or digoxin, since a small change in their plasma concentrations can lead to significant alterations in their therapeutic effect and/or toxicity.

In most cases the extent of drug interactions with herbs varies markedly among individuals, depending on inter-individual differences in drug metabolizing enzymes and transport proteins, co-medication with other drugs, age, among many other factors (18,24,26,27).

Drugs that are identified to interact with herbs include anti-coagulants and antithrombotic agents, cardiovascular drugs, immunosuppressants, sedatives and antidepressants, statins, anticancer drugs and anti-HIV agents. Most of the drugs that are known to interact with herbs are administered orally in long term treatments and many of them are substrates of cytochrome P450s (CYPs) and/or P-glycoprotein (P-gp). Herbal medicines that are reported to interact with drugs include garlic (Allium sativum), ginger (Zingiber officinale), ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba), ginseng (Panax ginseng), St. John’s wort, echinacea, valerian and apheresa (1,3,4,10,13,19-28) and these will be discussed in the present paper.

Garlic (Allium sativum)
Garlic is used medicinally mainly to treat hypercholesterolemia and for prevention of atherosclerosis. It was demonstrated to have the potential to modify the risk of development of atherosclerosis by reducing blood pressure and thrombus formation as well as by lowering lipid and cholesterol levels (9,10,12,14). It may also have vasodilator effects, thus is used by hypertensive subjects. Its active components are believed to be alliin/allilcin and its degradation products and sulphur-containing essential oils. Dosage forms of garlic are standardized for alliin content as well as garlic oil (25). Garlic may have pharmacokinetic or pharmacodynamic interactions with concomitantly used other drugs.

In a recent study in rats, it has been demonstrated that combined use of fresh garlic homogenate with captopril had synergistic effects in lowering the blood pressure, and also that captopril increased the antihyperlipidemic activity of garlic (29-31). In another study in rats, garlic was observed to increase the bioavailability and decrease the clearance and elimination rate of hydrochlothiazide when administered orally; writers concluded that addition of garlic in moderate doses might result in beneficial effects during treatment of hypertension in patients with myocardial stress (29,32).

Active constituents of garlic, especially alliin/allilcin were demonstrated to have antioxidant properties and to inhibit the production and/or release of mediators such as platelet activating factor (PAF), adenosine, prostaglandins and thromboxane. It is believed that its inhibitory effect on the production and/or release of one or more of these mediators may result in a decrease in platelet function (25). In fact, garlic inhibits platelet aggregation in a dose dependent fashion; this effect seems to be irreversible and may potentiate the effect of other platelet inhibitors such as prostacyclin, forskolin, indomethacine and dipryridamole, or warfarin. There are case reports suggesting that garlic may influence platelet function and blood coagulation, thus leading to risk of bleeding (3,11,33). Garlic has been demonstrated to increase the clotting time and international normalized ratio (INR) of warfarin (28). In an elderly male, spontaneous epidural haematoma was reported after ingestion of garlic (25). Patients consuming 600-900 mg garlic every day were reported to have a higher incidence of prolonged bleeding time than those who did not ingest garlic everyday (10). This inhibition of platelet function should be considered, and warrant patients to discontinue use of garlic at least 7 days prior to surgery, especially if postoperative bleeding is a concern or if the patients are given other antiplatelet drugs.

There are some reports implying that garlic oil may selectively inhibit CYP2E1, decreasing chloroxazone metabolism; however, this was not supported by further studies (13). In a recent study, it was demonstrated that in women with advanced breast cancer, coadministration of garlic supplement reduced the clearance of docetaxol by 23-35%, although the difference did not achieve statistical significance (34). There are also other reports on pharmacokinetic interactions between garlic and other drugs. For example, Hajda et al. (2010) have demonstrated that ingestion of garlic for 21 days increased the expression of duodenal P-gp thus decreasing saquinavir bioavailability significantly (35) and this was supported in a recent in vitro study carried out in Caco-2 cell monolayers and rat intestine (36,37). Another trial has demonstrated that ritonavir could inhibit the metabolism of the active ingredients of garlic and increase its gastrointestinal toxicity. In summary, available data on drug interactions with garlic at the biotransformation or P-gp level are not sufficient to come to a definite conclusion, but people should be cautioned against a possible interaction between long term garlic use and CYP2E1 and P-gp substrates, or with anti-retroviral drugs such as ritonavir and saquinavir (9,13).
It should be remembered that the interactions between SJW and anticancer drugs, anti-HIV drugs and immunosuppressants may have serious clinical consequences (52). A clinical study in cancer patients reported that treatment with SJW at 900 mg/day orally for 18 days decreased the plasma levels of the active metabolite of irinotecan, SN-38, by 42%. In healthy subjects, treatment for 2 weeks significantly decreased the systemic exposure of imatinib by 32% (34). Docetaxel metabolism was also demonstrated to be significantly induced in isolated donor hepatocytes by exposure to hyperforine (61). Many cancer patients are prone to use herbal medicines. Thus, potential interactions of herbal medicines with anticancer agents have become a safety concern in cancer chemotherapy. Further studies are warranted to investigate the efficacy and safety profiles of herbal medicines commonly used by cancer patients (60). This inducing effect of SJW on CYP enzymes or P-glycoproteins is observed after long-term treatment, that is, at least in two weeks. The in vivo CYP3A4 activity is reported to return to basal levels progressively, in about 1 week after the cessation of SJW (63).

Enzyme inducing effect of SJW is well known, however there are some in vitro studies demonstrating the inhibitory effect of hyperforin on CYP enzymes. Hellum et al (2009) reported that among the herbal drugs they studied, SJW was the most potent CYP-modulating herb, showing a dose-dependent induction/inhibition of both CYP2C19 and CYP2E1, with induction at low dosages and inhibition at higher (64).

Hyperforin is the most active constituent of SJW, however, it has been demonstrated in many studies that there is great variability in the content of hyperforin among the commercial preparations of SJW, and also that SJW extracts with low hyperforin content (less than 1%) have not demonstrated any clinically relevant interactions (9,51,58,61,63,65-71). Gödtel-Armbrust et al (2007) studied the CYP450 induction of LS174T cells in vitro with dry extracts of SJW containing different amounts of hyperforin. They demonstrated that the content of hyperforin among the commercial preparations of SJW varied 62-fold (range 0.49-30.57 mg/dose) and that the magnitude of the induction correlated statistically significantly with the content of hyperforin in commercial SJW preparations and in dry extracts (69). Mueller et al (2006, 2009) reported that the enzyme inducing capacity of the products with low hyperforin content was very weak and a mild induction of CYP3A is not considered clinically relevant (65,66). Another study in healthy volunteers also demonstrated that SJW extract with low hyperforine content does not change the pharmacokinetics of alprazolam, caffeine, tolbutamide and digoxin or midazolam (67). This variability may be the reason for the contraversal findings observed in the literature about the interaction of some drugs with SJW, like alprazolam or midazolam. Some publications demonstrate interaction, whereas some state that there is no interaction.

It was also demonstrated that the pharmacogenetic predisposition was important to the occurrence of a Hypericum-drug interaction: due to the environmental and genetic factors, a significant interindividual variability in the induction of CYP3A4 activity among subjects was reported (72).

In summary, it will be wise to recommend that those who are under drug therapy should not take SJW, or if they are regul-
larly taking it, they should be aware that the efficacy of their conventional treatment may be reduced during concommitent therapy. This type of interactions may have severe clinical consequences for anticoagulant, antiplatelet, antiretroviral, immunosuppressant (cyclosporine and tacrolimus) and anticancer drugs (9,13). Decreased blood trough concentrations of cyclosporine have been observed in patients who were also taking SJW and this was associated with transplant graft rejection in all of these cases (18).

SJW can also have pharmacodynamic interactions, namely synergistic effects with some CNS drugs, especially when combined with drugs that enhance serotonin (5-HT) signalling in the brain. It is used in the treatment of mild to moderate depression, however, it should be remembered that it may interact with other antidepressant drugs used by the patient. SJW acts by inhibiting the reuptake of monoamines including serotonin, noradrenalin and dopamine, and the amino acid neurotransmitters gamma-aminobutyric acid and glutamate (1,21,73). Thus, there may be an interaction of SJW with other serotonin reuptake inhibitors such as paroxetine, sertraline, venlafaxine, and nefozodone, resulting in symptoms of central serotonin syndrome. This syndrome is characterized by a combination of the following symptoms: confusion, agitation, tremor, diaphoresis, hyperreflexia, nausea, diarrhea, lack of coordination, coma, and/or flushing. For example, mania was observed in a young man taking both SJW and sertaline. A similar type of interaction may be observed with concommitant use of serotonin reuptake inhibitors such as paroxetine, sertraline, venlafaxine, and nefozodone, resulting in symptoms of central serotonin syndrome. This syndrome is characterized by a combination of the following symptoms: confusion, agitation, tremor, diaphoresis, hyperreflexia, nausea, diarrhea, lack of coordination, coma, and/or flushing. For example, mania was observed in a young man taking both SJW and sertaline. A similar interaction may be observed with concommitant use of buspiron and SJW; there is a case report about a woman who experienced hypomania after adding SJW and ginkgo to her regimen of buspiron and SJW; there is a case report about a woman who was consuming SJW and aspirin; there is a case report about a woman who was taking SJW and ginkgo to her regimen of buspiron and fluoxetine (9). A similar type of interaction may be observed with concommitant use of SJW and fluoxetine (9). A similar type of interaction may be observed with concommitant use of SJW and fluoxetine (9).

**Ginger (Zingiber officinale)**

Ginger has prokinetic properties and is used as an antispasmodic and also as an antiemetic agent; its antiemetic effect was demonstrated by clinical studies (21). It is also a traditional medicine against dyspepsia (13). Since it has the potential to accelerate gastric emptying, there is the probability that it may change the bioavailability of sustained release products.

Concomitant intake of ginger was demonstrated to decrease the oral bioavailability (Cmax) and AUC(0-t) by 70.9% and 63.1%, respectively, of cyclosporine in rats, probably by interfering its absorption in the intestines (74).

Most of the interactions of ginger with conventional drugs are pharmacodynamic interactions. Ginger was demonstrated to have antithrombotic activity and to prolong bleeding time. There have been a number of investigations resulting in conflicting opinions on the effect of ginger on hemostasis, specifically, platelet inhibition. Under in vitro conditions, ginger inhibits platelet aggregation by inhibiting thromboxane generation via the arachidonic acid (AA) pathway (75). Koo et al (2001) studied this effect in comparison to aspirin and observed that it inhibited the AA-induced platelet release reaction in a similar dose range as aspirin (75). However, this antiplatelet effect was not reproducible in human studies. It is also reported to increase fibrinolytic activity (76). Jiang et al (2005) studied the effect of 7 days of pretreatment with ginger on the anticoagulant effect of warfarin in healthy males and reported that ginger had no effect on the clotting status or on the pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics of warfarin (77). However, there are case reports about its interaction with antiplatelet agents. There is a case report about a 76-year-old white European woman on long-term phenprocoumon therapy with an INR within the therapeutic range (78). She was admitted to the hospital because of epistaxis and an INR>10. The patient had a history of severe mitral valve insufficiency, atrial fibrillation, hypertension, chronic heart failure, and osteoporosis. A detailed history revealed a regular ginger intake (pieces of dried ginger, tea from ginger powder) during several weeks before the bleeding incident occurred. The INR returned to the normal range after ginger was stopped and vitamin K was given. A similar case was reported by Le-she et al (2004) where the patient was on warfarin therapy and was consuming ginger (79). She came to the emergency department because of hematuria and gingival bleeding. After the patient stopped all ginger consumption, and the excessive anticoagulation was partially reversed with intravenous vitamin K, INR values returned to normal. The authors suggest that the increased INR in the patient was due to an interaction between ginger and warfarin involving either the intestinal or hepatic P450 enzyme system.

It was also demonstrated to potentiate the anti-platelet aggregation effect of nifedipine in normal volunteers and hypertensive patients (80).

Shalansky et al (2007) carried out a longitudinal study in humans and observed that the use of complementary or alternative medicine by patients receiving warfarin is common, and consumption of co-enzyme Q-10 or ginger appeared to increase the risk of bleeding in this population (81). Thus, it would be wise not to use it concomitantly with anticoagulant and antithrombotic agents such as warfarine, ticlopidin, aspirin and the like.

Ginger is known to possess hypolipidemic, antioxidative and hepatoprotective properties (82). Thus, a study was carried out in rats to investigate the combined effect of ginger extract (GE) and atorvastatin on lipid profile and on atorvastatin-induced hepatic injury (83). Ginger and atorvastatin were observed to have additive effects in lowering plasma cholesterol levels. Ginger also appeared to decrease the hepatotoxic effects of atorvastatin, and the authors suggest that the combination regimens containing ginger and low dose of statins could be advantageous in treating hypercholesterolemia.

**Ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba)**

Ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba leaves) is accepted as a vasodilator and an antiplatelet product and is used mainly for memory deficits, for the treatment of dementia, vertigo, peripheral vascular diseases and tinnitus (3,9,10,12). It is considered to be a relatively safe herbal drug, with few side effects. However, the active chemicals in ginkgo (ginkgolide, bilobalides etc) have antiplatelet activity and are platelet activating factor (PAF) antagonists, thus there is a concern that it may increase bleeding time on long term use, especially during the postoperative period (9,10,12,25,84-86). Thus, it is generally accepted that the concurrent use of Ginkgo biloba with anticoagulant drugs such as warfarin or antiplatelet agents like aspirin or other NSAI
drugs (rofexocib or ibuprofen) represents a serious health risk (3,8,9,10-12,17,21). There are some case reports about patients who had postoperative haemorrhage, spontaneous intracranial bleeding or hyphema due to ingestion of herbal medicines containing Ginkgo biloba in addition to their conventional drug therapies (12,85). To give a few examples, spontaneous bleeding from the iris into the interior chamber of the eye in a patient who was taking 325 mg of Aspirin per day has been reported. Bleeding was linked to Ginkgo biloba intake of 80 mg per day for one week prior to the onset of symptoms (86). Papillary hemorrhage was reported in a 78 years old woman who had been on warfarin therapy for the last 5 years and who experienced hemorrhage 2 months after she started taking Ginkgo biloba. There is another case report about persistent bleeding following total hip arthroplasty; the patient happened to be self medicating with ginkgo and bleeding stopped 6 weeks after ginkgo intake was stopped (87). A case of post-laparoscopic cholecystectomy bleeding in a patient taking Ginkgo biloba was also reported (88).

Accordingly, it is recommended that people who are taking drugs that effect coagulation and/or platelet function or people who will undergo surgery should not be using Ginkgo (9,21,86,89).

However, recent reports on this subject do not seem to confirm that Ginkgo biloba increases bleeding time or augments the effect of anticoagulants or antiplatelet agents. Accordingly, it has been demonstrated that Ginkgo biloba extract did not change the bleeding time when combined with ticlopidine (90). Moreover, Kim et al (2010) studied the effect of a single 80 mg dose of Ginkgo biloba on the antiplatelet effect of ticlopidine in Korean men and reported that Ginkgo biloba did not change the bleeding time (91). It was not found to be associated with additional antiplatelet effects compared with the administration of ticlopidine alone, nor did it change the pharmacokinetics of the antiplatelet drug. In another study it was observed that coadministration of Ginkgo biloba either with cilostazol or clopidogrel did not enhance antiplatelet activity compared with individual agents, but Ginkgo biloba potentiated the bleeding time prolongation effect of cilostazol (92). According to Ryu et al (2009) the combined therapy with Ginkgo biloba and cilostazol showed enhanced anti-thrombotic effects in an in vitro pulmonary embolism model and arterial thrombosis model without having a significant effect on the bleeding time (93). They concluded that the additive interaction of these products may be beneficial in the clinical use. Jiang et al (2006) reported that concommitent intake of Ginkgo biloba did not change the pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics of warfarin (94). Wolf (2006) administered aspirin with various Ginkgo biloba extracts for 7 days and bleeding time, coagulation parameters and platelet activity in response to various agonists were determined (95). He concluded that co-administration of ASA and Ginkgo biloba extract does not constitute a safety risk, including an elderly patient population undergoing treatment with Ginkgo biloba extract.

After reviewing the literature some investigators have stated that "available evidence does not demonstrate that extract of Ginkgo biloba causes significant changes in blood coagulation parameters" (9,13,96,97).

There appears to be a dose related effect since review of the literature points to the fact that patients who consumed a daily dose of 120 mg or more appeared to have a higher incidence of prolonged bleeding, hyphema, subphrenic hematoma, and intracranial hemorrhage (10). Besides, in the above studies where no interaction was observed (90-93), Ginkgo biloba was given as a single dose, whereas case reports state that the patients were consuming Ginkgo biloba for a long period of time. We believe that acute or chronic use of a product should be taken into consideration while evaluating its pharmacologic effects and its interaction with other drugs.

In summary, it is evident that although there are controversial reports about the interactions of Ginkgo biloba with antithrombotic and anticoagulant drugs, it will be prudent not to use it in patients who are being treated with anticoagulants or who will undergo surgery.

There are many studies investigating the effect of Ginkgo biloba on CYP enzymes and P-gp. Some of them indicate that chronic use of Ginkgo biloba may possibly inhibit P-gp or induce CYP2C19 and CYP3A4, thus changing the pharmacokinetics of concomitantly used drugs such as alprazolam and midazolam or digoxin. However, reports on the effect of Ginkgo biloba on other CYP enzymes are controversial; while some investigators stated that it does not have a significant effect on CYP enzymes, others state that it might have an inducing effect (13,98-107).

Yeung et al. (2009) have investigated the effect of ethanol extracts of Ginkgo biloba for its capability to induce CYP3A4, 3A5 and ABCB1 (P-gp) gene expression via PXR signaling pathway using HepG2 cell based reporter gene assay (100). It was identified as an afficianate PXR agonist and it was also observed to induce CYP3A4 reporter gene. They recommend that caution should be taken when it is used in combination with prescribed drugs metabolized by CYP3A4 or are substrates for P-gp. Hellum and Nielsen (2008) studied the inhibitory effect of various herbs on CYP3A4 and P-gp under in vitro conditions in Caco-2 cells and observed that Ginkgo biloba had a strong inhibitory effect on P-gp (101). They observed no correlation between the herbs inhibitory potentials towards CYP3A4 and P-glycoprotein activities. They also studied the induction capacity of some herbal drugs on CYP1A2, CYP2D6, CYP2C19, CYP2E1 and CYP3A4 metabolic activities in cultured human hepatocytes and reported that Ginkgo biloba may exert opposite and biphasic effects on CYP1A2, CYP2C19, CYP2E1 and CYP3A4 metabolic activities. Induction of CYP1A2, CYP2C19, CYP2E1 and inhibition of CYP2D6 were found at low concentrations; the opposite was observed at high concentrations (64,102). They reported that inducing effect of Ginkgo biloba was close to that of SJW. This observation might explain the controversial results reported by different investigators.

Repeated ingestion of Ginkgo biloba extract by healthy Chinese volunteers was reported to increase talinolol bioavailability significantly without significant changes in elimination half-life and the time to Cmax (98). These findings suggest that long-term use of Ginkgo biloba extract significantly influences talinolol disposition in humans, most probably by affecting the activity of P-gp and/or other drug transporters.
Ginkgo biloba was demonstrated to increase the metabolism of the antiepileptic drugs valproic acid and phenytoin, both of which are substrates of CYP2C9. There is a case report about an epileptic patient who had been treated with valproic acid and phenytoin, and who died after fatal seizures (21). It appeared that this was a result of herb-drug interaction since he happened to be taking herbal supplements including ginkgo and at autopsy, had subtherapeutic serum concentrations of these antiepileptics. Thus, it was recommended that patients taking antiepileptic drugs should be cautioned against using ginkgo preparations concomitently (9). Similar observations were reported for tolbutamide. The effect of chronic administration of ginkgo biloba on the pharmacokinetics of tolbutamide was investigated in rats (103), and also in healthy male volunteers (104). It was observed to attenuate the hypoglycemic effect of tolbutamide (probe for CYP2C9) by increasing its rate of metabolism and decreasing its plasma concentrations. On the other hand, it increased the area under the curve (AUC) for midazolam (a probe for CYP3A4) and decreased its oral clearance significantly (104). Diazepam is also a substrate of CYP2C9, but Zuo et al (2010) reported that chronic administration of Ginkgo biloba (120 mg twice a day) to healthy volunteers for 28 days did not change the pharmacokinetics of diazepam, they did not observe any adverse effects due to the combined use (105).

Tang et al (2007) reported that Ginkgo biloba pretreatment increases the CYP1A2 metabolic activity and thus the clearance of theophylline in rats (106). Taki et al (2011) studied blood coagulation parameters and hepatic cytochrome P450 enzyme (CYPs) levels in mice after administration of Ginkgo biloba or various active components of Ginkgo biloba orally for 5 days and reported that Ginkgo biloba and ginkgolide B have no influence on blood coagulation in vivo, and that Ginkgo biloba attenuates the anticoagulant action of warfarin via induction of hepatic CYPs by bilobalide (107).

Oral coadministration of Ginkgo biloba was reported to decrease the bioavailability of cyclosporin significantly by decreasing its absorption (107). It is recommended that drugs that are P-gp substrates be monitored when co-administered with ginkgo, because some authors reported high between subject variability in bioavailability of digoxin, after 8 days of ginkgo ingestion (13).

In order to explain these controversial reports, it was suggested that the inhibitory capacity of herbal products varied depending on the concentrations of the model substrate and the herbal extract, as well as the identity of the model substrate, as demonstrated by the varied effects of CYP3A4 enzymatic activity with different model substrates (109).

Another interesting interaction of ginkgo is that with risperidone. A young man who was being treated with risperidone for schizophrenia started taking Ginkgo biloba for tinnitus and experienced priapism. Risperidone has serotonergic, dopaminergic and alpha-adrenergic antagonistic properties and it is mainly metabolized by CYP3A4 and CYP2D6 enzymes that are known to be inhibited by Ginkgo biloba. Authors attributed priapism to the increased plasma levels of risperidone due to the inhibition of its metabolism by Ginkgo biloba (110). Since both drugs have vasodilator effects, priapism may also have been the result of an additive or synergistic interaction. Ginkgo biloba is also known to interact with thiazide diuretics; there are case reports about patients who developed increased blood pressure while taking these two drugs concurrently (10).

Ginkgo biloba may also interact with the antidepressant trazodone, a serotonin antagonist and reuptake inhibitor, resulting in coma (111). When this patient was given an IV dose of flumazenil, a specific antagonist of benzodiazepine receptors, she awoke immediately. Since trazone did not act on benzodiazepine receptors, it was concluded that Ginkgo biloba was acting on these receptors and investigation of the sedative effects of Ginkgo biloba was recommended.

**Ginseng (Panax ginseng, Asian ginseng or Korean ginseng)**

Ginseng is reported to be the fifth most commonly used herbal drug in the USA. Active components of different Ginsengs are different and thus wide variations exists among ginseng products. Asian (or Korean) ginseng (roots of Panax ginseng) is generally standardized to ginsenosides (a group of compounds known as steroidal saponins) and is used for various indications including erectile dysfunction, prevention of cancer, to enhance physical function, and improve cognitive functions; it is advertised as an immune system stimulant. In Chinese medicine it is also used for various cardiovascular diseases (7,14). Panax ginseng appears to be well tolerated, however caution is advised about concomitant use with warfarin, oral hypoglycemic drugs, insulin and phenelzine (111).

Co-administration of ginseng with other drugs may cause drug interactions. It was reported that it did not appear to have any effect on CYP enzymes, except for CYP2D6, which it may inhibit in the elderly (13). Pharmacokinetic interaction of Panax ginseng with midazolam (CYP3A4), caffeine (CYP1A2), chloroxazone (CYP CYP2E1) and debrisoquine (CYP2D6) was studied in healthy young or elderly volunteers and no statistically significant interaction was observed, demonstrating that ginseng does not have a significant effect on drug metabolism (13). However, previous reports on ginseng-drug interactions have been controversial and confusing. In a recent study carried out using HepG2 cells, it was observed that deglycosylated ginsenosides, some of which are putative ginsenoside metabolites, were more potent inducers of CYP1A1, CYP1A2 and CYP3A4 than glycosylated ginsenosides (112). They concluded that ginsenoside metabolites may partially account for ginseng-drug interactions. Since ginsenosides are deglycosylated by enterobacteria before they enter the circulation, differences in the composition of intestinal bacteria (present in different individuals and populations) and the extent of deglycosylation of the ginsenosides could be a contributing factor to the inconsistencies observed in previous clinical and pre-clinical studies with regard to ginseng-drug interactions.

Ginseng extracts was demonstrated to modulate multidrug resistance efflux transporters in a number of cancer cell lines, but not in caco-2 cell model 811 (13).

A potential therapeutic use of Ginseng is to lower postprandial blood glucose in both patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus and without diabetes, but this may result in unintended hypoglycemia (3,21).
Ginseng has been reported to interact with anticoagulant-anti-thrombotic drugs (33). It has been demonstrated to inhibit platelet aggregation, however, decreased INR in a patient taking warfarin was reported. In another study American ginseng was reported to decrease the anticoagulant effect of warfarin (probably due to a pharmacokinetic interaction) (9).

A 47 year old man with a mechanical heart valve had been stabilized while receiving warfarin for 5 years, but became destabilized following administration of ginseng. INR values of the patient had decreased due to ginseng ingestion, but returned back to normal 2 weeks after discontinuation of ginseng therapy. Due to this property, it is recommended that concommitent use with warfarin, heparin or other anticoagulants, as well as antiplatelet agents like aspirin and other NSA1 drugs with ginseng should be avoided (12, 21, 25). However, interaction of warfarin with ginseng was studied by observing the prothrombin time and the INR in 25 newly diagnosed ischemic stroke patients who did not have a history of taking warfarin. They reported that ginseng did not change the warfarin effect (113). It is proposed that these controversial reports on the possible interaction between warfarin and ginseng may depend on the pharmacogenetic disposition of the patients (13).

A young man with chronic myelogenous leukemia was being treated with imatinib when he experienced hepatotoxicity. Patient’s only lifestyle modification prior to the diagnosis of hepatotoxicity was daily ingestion of Panax ginseng via energy drinks for the past 3 months. After discontinuation of imatinib and the energy drink, he recovered. Imatinib is known to cause hepatotoxicity after a few years of use. In vivo, ginseng is known to inhibit CYP3A4, the primary enzyme involved in the metabolism of imatinib and in this case it is proposed that hepatotoxicity was due to the accumulation of imatinib because of inhibition of its metabolism by ginseng (114).

It was also reported to decrease the effect of loop diuretics, antihypertensives, anxiolytics, alcohol, antidepressants, MAO inhibitors, mood stabilizers and antiestrogens (10). But still, available clinical data suggests that the potential for ginseng-drug interactions is low.

Ginseng has a structure similar to steroids and may have additive effects with estrogens and corticoids. Thus, it is recommended that they should not be used together (4, 13, 21, 25).

In summary, it is claimed that ginseng does not have an important interaction with other drugs, except for the interaction with the antidepressant drug phenelzine; it was reported to have induced mania if taken concomitantly with phenelzine (9). Nevertheless, it is recommended to discontinue Ginseng use at least 7 days prior to surgery (10, 12) because it is reported to have hypoglycaemic and antiplatelet properties, inhibits platelet activating factor and prolongs bleeding time, thus increasing the risk of bleeding disorders with drugs known to increase bleeding time (ie. anticoagulants, NSAIDs, platelet inhibitors) (9,10).

Echinaceae

Three kinds of Echinaceae exists: E. Angustifolia, E. Pallida and E. Purpurea. Extracts of echinacea consists mainly of lipophilic constituent alkamides with immunomodulatory properties (13).

It is one of the most widely used over-the-counter herbal medicines and Echinaceae species are used for the prophylaxis and treatment of viral, bacterial and fungal infections, especially those of the upper respiratory tract (10, 12, 13). It has also been recommended for treating abscesses, burns, eczema, skin wounds, varicose leg ulcers and some cancers (25).

There are a number of studies which report that Echinaceae has only a weak inhibitory effect on CYP enzymes and transport proteins. In an in vitro study in Caco-2 cells, it was demonstrated that the inhibitory effect of various Echinaceae extracts on CYP3A4 and P-gps showed large variability depending on the total alkamide content of the extract (101). Gorski et al (2004) studied the effect of Echinaceae on various CYP enzymes in healthy human volunteers using different probe drugs, namely caffeine (CYP1A2), tolbutamid (CYP2C9), dextromethorphan (CYP 2D6) and midazolam (CYP3A4), and observed that it significantly reduces the clearance of only caffeine (CYP1A2) and tolbutamide (CYP2C9). They also reported that there was a considerable between subject variability for this inhibitory effect on CYP enzymes (115). On the other hand, bioavailability of midazolam (CYP3A4) was observed to be increased due to a slight inhibition of its presystemic elimination. They concluded that the type of drug interactions observed between echinacea and other CYP3A substrates will be dependent on the relative extraction of drugs at hepatic and intestinal sites, recommending to be cautious when echinacea is coadministered with drugs dependent on CYP3A or CYP1A2 for their elimination. In another study in healthy volunteers, echinacea was reported to have a slight inhibitory effect only on CYP1A2 activity (caffeine metabolism) (27), whereas in an in vitro study using total RNA isolated from the rat liver tissue, Echinacea ethanolic extract was demonstrated to potententially inhibit the expression of CYP3A1/2 and that it can also induce of CYP1A1, CYP2D1 (116).

In a recent study in human volunteers, lopinavir was administered in combination with ritonavir and although Echinaceae was observed to induce CYP3A, it did not alter lopinavir concentrations, most likely due to the presence of the potent CYP3A inhibitor ritonavir (117, 118). In a study with Caco-2 cells, Hansen and Nilsen (2009) observed that Echinacea had an in vitro inhibitory potential for CYP3A4 mediated metabolism and P-gp efflux transport (119). In the same study echinacea was observed to decrease digoxin efflux in a dose dependent manner and the authors stated that although the effects of Echinacea purpurea on systemic P-gp mediated drug transport are probably limited, an influence on drug bioavailability can not be excluded. In fact in a previous human study, echinacea was reported not to change digoxin bioavailability, indicating that it does not have an effect on intestinal P-gps (13). However, it should be remembered that these different observations can be due to the different plant species and the part of plant used, as well as to different dosages and duration of treatment (9, 13). In conclusion, studies in general state that Echinacea does not have any significant effect on CYP enzymes and a weak cytochrome P450 inhibition is unlikely to be of clinical relevance (120, 121).

It should also be stated that literature reports on the potential of Echinacea to interact with other drugs are unequivocal and comparisons between studies are difficult as the phytochemi-
Ephedra should not be used with monoaminoxidase inhibitors; this combination may cause life-threatening hyperpyrexia, hypertension and coma.

Ephedra is used to promote weight loss, increase energy and treat respiratory tract ailments such as asthma. Its commercial preparations are usually standardized to a fixed ephedrine content, one of its alkaloïds. It is known to have sympathomimetic effects and thus causes dose-dependent increases in heart rate and blood pressure. Sympathomimetic effects of ephedra may cause various cardiovascular adverse effects including fatal cardiac complications and central nervous system complications. Thus, it has been reported that although ephedrine is used as a first-line therapy for intraoperative hypotension and bradycardia, the unsupervised preoperative use of it may cause certain concerns, like vasoconstriction and in some cases vasospasm of coronary and cerebral arteries, which may result in myocardial infarction and thrombotic stroke. Since halothane is known to sensitize the myocardium to ventricular arrhythmias caused by exogenous catecholamines, patients who have consumed ephedra and later anesthetized with halothane may be at risk of developing intraoperative ventricular arrhythmias (12).

Longterm use of ephedra may result in tachyphylaxis from depletion of endogenous catecholamines which may cause perioperative hemodynamic instability. These situations should be treated with sympathomimetics with a direct effect. In summary, it was suggested that patient using ephedra should discontinue use at least 24 hours prior to surgery (12).

Ephedra should not be used with monoaminoxidase inhibitors; this combination may cause life-threatening hyperpyrexia, hypertension and coma.

**Valerian (Valeriana officinalis)**

Valerian is used as a sedative, especially in the treatment of insomnia and it is reported that almost all herbal sleep aids contain valerian (12). It is also used widely in Turkey. Valerian causes a dose dependent sedation and this effect was reported to be mediated through modulation of GABA neurotransmission and receptor function, thus it should be expected to have additive effects with anesthetic drugs, sedative medication and adjuvants midazolam. This may be dangerous in the elderly since it may increase the risk of falls. It was recommended that caution must be exerted in prescribing benzodiazepines and other sedatives to elderly people using valerian (86). A case of a patient self-medicated with Valeriana officinalis L. and Passiflora incarnata L. while he was on lorazepam treatment was reported. Handshaking, dizziness, throbbing and muscular fatigue were observed within the 32 h and his medical history revealed a generalized anxiety disorder and medicinal plant consumption but no neurological disorder. It was proposed that the active principles of Valerian and passionflower might have increase the inhibitory activity of benzodiazepines binding to the GABA receptors, causing severe secondary effects (124, 125). Although it has been claimed not to interact with alcohol, some do warn against its use with alcohol. Accordingly, it was suggested that the dose of valerian should be tapered under medical supervision during several weeks before surgery in order to avoid any unwanted interaction with the anesthetics (126). Dalla Corte et al (2008) have reported that combined use of valerian and haloperidol might increase the risk of oxidative damage in the liver (127). However, acute withdrawal of valerian should be avoided since there is the danger of abstinence syndrome after long term use. Both animal and human studies suggest that valerian does not have a significant effect on CYP enzymes (128).

**Cranberry (Vaccinium macrocarpon)**

Cranberry is used to prevent urinary tract infections, and has some antibacterial and anticancer activities. Cranberry juice is also used as a laxative in Western countries. Cranberry juice is not marketed in Turkey, but dry fruit is consumed as a snack. There is an interesting case report about the interaction of warfarin with cranberry juice (129). A patient who was on warfarin therapy experienced an increase in INR on 2 different occasions after consuming cranberry juice for a few days. Thus, we suggest that people who are treated with anticoagulants or who take antithrombotic agents should be aware that consumption of large quantities of cranberry may result in an unwanted interaction, increasing the bleeding time.

**CONCLUSION**

It is evident from the data given above that due to a worldwide rise in the use of dietary supplements and/or herbal preparations, the incidence and severity of herb-drug interactions are increasing. This poses a serious problem in the treatment of patients, and represents a serious and under-recognized hazard in clinical care, especially for those using drugs with narrow therapeutic indices. More clinical data regarding herb-drug pharmacokinetic and/or pharmacodynamic interactions are needed to make informed decisions regarding patient safety. However, we should be very careful when interpreting the literature data since the findings from *in vitro* studies or animal studies do not always correlate with the situation in the clinic, or minor effects observed in clinical studies do not have to be clinically relevant. Efficacy and safety of herbal products should be obtained by well designed clinical trials, pre-marketing approval regarding safety and strict post-marketing surveillance (4).
Special care should be taken with certain patient groups such as those receiving cancer chemotherapy or antiretroviral therapy, or patients that are treated for cardiovascular diseases (especially those using anticoagulant or antithrombotic drugs); they should be advised against using alternative therapy. In a recent study it has been reported that approximately 180 dietary supplements have the potential to interact with warfarin, and more than 120 may interact with aspirin, clopidogrel, and dipyridamole (33).

A large number of herbal remedies (e.g. garlic, mistletoe, Essiac, Lingzhi, and astragalus) are used by cancer patients for treating the cancer and/or reducing the toxicities of chemotherapeutic drugs. Although some herbal medicines have shown potentially beneficial effects on cancer progression and may ameliorate chemotheraphy-induced toxicities, it should be remembered that there is no or weak scientific basis for the clinical use of these herbal medicines in cancer management and almost none of these plant medicines have been tested in rigorous clinical trials (129,130). Further studies are warranted to investigate the efficacy and safety profiles of herbal medicines commonly used by cancer patients (34, 51). It should be stressed that induction and/or inhibition of CYP enzymes and/or transport proteins is considered an important mechanism for the interaction between anticancer drugs and herbal medicines, especially SJW (60). On the other hand, pharmacodynamic interactions are reported to be an increased risk of CNS system related effects, hepatotoxicity and bleeding, among others. Clinicians who are treating cancer patients should be vigilant if the patient is also using alternative medicine and if so, dose monitoring of pharmacological effects and plasma drug levels should be carried out to avoid toxicity and ensure adequate anticancer chemotherapy. Health care professionals should question their patients on their use of alternative therapy, especially those whose disease is not responding to treatments as expected, and urge patients to avoid herbs that could confound their cancer care.

Presurgical patients are another important population that has to be warned against use of herbal medicines because morbidity and mortality associated with herbal medications may be more likely in the perioperative period because of the polypharmacy and physiological alterations that occur. Patients who will undergo surgery should be advised to stop taking any alternative therapy (herbal or otherwise). In order to decrease the unwanted reactions, queries regarding the use of herbal supplements and other over the counter medication should be the standard part of routine preoperative screening, in addition to questions regarding the use of conventional medications, tabacco, alcohol and drugs. This is very important, since many of the herbal products may prolong bleeding time and/or they may interact with anticoagulant or antithrombotic drugs, as explained above. Thus patients are advised to stop using alternative therapy at least two weeks prior to surgery.

Health care providers should be vigilant of potential herb-drug interactions and adopt proper strategies to minimize them. It is also important that the clinicians, and medical doctors in general, should be give an effective education about herbal drugs and other dietary supplements; and should be trained to ask the patients if they are using alternative medicines or dietary supplements, and document their responses in the medical record which can help reduce the chance of unwanted serious interactions (3,10,18). Patients as well should be trained to tell their physicians about all of the products they are consuming besides their prescribed medicines. They should also be aware that, in general, potentially limited standardization and quality control, and somewhat circum-scribed regulation, may result in variability in content, efficacy, and potential contamination of herbal remedies.
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